Three-dimensional fluidic self-assembly by axis translation of two-dimensionally fabricated microcomponents in railed microfluidics.
A method for high-throughput 3D self-assembly of 2D photopatterned microstructures using railed microfluidics is presented. Vertical device patterning of heterogeneous materials requires high-level integration using conventional microelectromechanical system (MEMS) technology; however, 3D railed assembly enables easy and fast self-assembly via a fluidic axis-translation process and simple material exchange in microfluidic channels. Individually photopatterned 2D microstructures are axis-translated from in-plane to out-of-plane and fluidically self-assembled, guided by side-rails in microfluidic channels to form a 3D morphology. Since the structures are fabricated in fluidic environments, there are no fixed initial points on the channel substrate allowing fluidic horizontal stacking of erected 2D structures. The guiding mechanism of railed microfluidics enables efficient fluidic handling and deterministic 3D self-assembly of heterogeneous components such as electronic components or polymeric microstructures using only fluidic force.